Present-day multi-wavelength deep imaging surveys allow to characterise the outskirts of galaxies with unprecedented precision. Taking advantage of this situation, we define a new physically motivated measurement of size for galaxies based on the expected location of the gas density threshold for star formation. Employing both theoretical and observational arguments, we use the stellar mass density contour at 1 M pc −2 as a proxy for this density threshold for star formation. This choice makes our size definition operative. With this new size measure, the intrinsic scatter of the global stellar mass (M ) -size relation (explored over five orders of magnitude in stellar mass) decreases to ∼0.06 dex. This value is 2.5 times smaller than the scatter measured using the effective radius (∼0.15 dex) and between 1.5 and 1.8 times smaller than those using other traditional size indicators such as R 23.5,i (∼0.09 dex), the Holmberg radius R H (∼0.09 dex) and the half-mass radius R e,M (∼0.11 dex). Moreover, galaxies with 10 7 M < M < 10 11 M increase monotonically in size following a power-law with a slope very close to 1/3, equivalent to an average stellar mass 3D density of ∼4.5×10 −3 M pc −3 for galaxies within this mass range. Galaxies with M >10 11 M show a different slope with stellar mass, which is suggestive of a larger gas density threshold for star formation at the epoch when their star formation peaks.
INTRODUCTION
The sizes of galaxies play a pivotal role in our understanding of how they form and evolve. While the size of an everyday object is quite an intuitive concept, in the case of galaxies where there are no clear edges, measuring their extent is a non-trivial task. The absence of a clear border leads to two different ways of measuring the size of galaxies in the astronomical literature. The first and today's most popular approach is identifying the size of a galaxy as the radial distance containing half of its light (i.e. its effective radius R e ). A second and fairly common approach to indicate galaxy size is the location of a fixed surface brightness isophote.
The effective radius has been used to characterise the size of galaxies since at least the publication by de Vaucouleurs (1948) . Obviously, using half of the light of a galaxy to indicate its size is an arbitrary definition. Other fractions E-mail: trujillo@iac.es of light could be and in fact have been used as well for this task, for example the radial distance containing 90% of the light of the galaxy (R 90 ) or the Petrosian and Kron radii (Petrosian 1976; Kron 1980 , for a review on how the Petrosian and Kron radii relate to the commonly used surface brightness distribution provided by the Sérsic (1968) model and how such size definitions are affected by the depth of images see Graham & Driver (2005) ).
One of the reasons for the popularity of R e is its robustness against many observational issues. In particular, as the surface brightness profiles of the vast majority of galaxies decline very rapidly (with a steepness equal to or larger than an exponential), the effective radius is barely affected by the depth of the images (Trujillo et al. 2001 ). This robustness makes R e quite appealing as a measurement for galaxy size as different authors using different datasets can reach an agreement on the size. However, despite its undeniable value, R e is incapable of describing the global (luminous) size of galaxies (see an in-depth discussion in Graham 2 Ignacio Trujillo, Nushkia Chamba & Johan Knapen 2019) . This limits our use of R e as a direct measurement of galaxy size because R e measures light concentration and strongly depends on the shape of the light profile. Consider, for example, two disc galaxies with similar appearance but with bulges of very different brightness. The global R e of the galaxy with a prominent bulge will be significantly smaller than that of the one with a faint bulge. For this reason, and as we will show in this work, galaxies with the same extension can have very different effective radii. This is not a minor issue and has serious consequences when one wants to address or infer the nature of galaxies (Chamba et al. 2020 ). In addition, the R e of a galaxy can vary significantly with wavelength (see e.g. Kennedy et al. 2015) .
The second approach for measuring galaxy size is based on the radial location of a given isophote. The two most common size definitions are R 25 (also known as the de Vaucouleurs radius) based on the radial location of the isophote at µ B =25 mag/arcsec 2 and the Holmberg radius (R H ) defined as the radial distance of the isophote at µ B =26.5 mag/arcsec 2 (Holmberg 1958) . R 25 was popularised in the famous Second Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies by de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976) . The authors of the catalogue refer to Redman (1936) as the first to propose R 25 and to Liller (1960) as the first to adopte it. These two surface brightness values correspond roughly to 10% and 3% (respectively) of the brightness of the (darkest) night sky in the B-band in ground-based observatories. R 25 and R H were motivated by the typical depth of optical images 60 years ago, and created to measure the maximum extension of galaxies visible at that time (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976) . In this sense, measuring galaxy size using such a definition was not motivated by any particular physical reason and both R 25 and R H simply reflect the technological limitation in the 1960s. Such isophotal size definitions are not limited to the optical bands only. For example, Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015) characterised the global extensions of the galaxies in the infrared Spitzer Survery of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S 4 G) survey (Sheth et al. 2010) using µ 3.6 =25.5 mag/arcsec 2 as a size indicator. In the context of exploring the scaling relations between size, luminosity and velocity of late-type galaxies, Saintonge & Spekkens (2011) and Hall et al. (2012) found that the use of R 23.5,i (i.e. the radial location of the isophote µ i =23.5 mag/arcsec 2 ) yields the smallest scatter in the sizeluminosity relation.
In contrast to R e and the isophotal size measures, there has also been some effort to characterise galaxy size using physically motivated parameters. An example of such a size parameter is the exponential scale length r d which is connected with the angular momentum of dynamically stable discs (see e.g. Mo et al. 1998 Mo et al. , 2010 . However, in practice, due to the complexity of galactic discs (which include bars, spiral arms, etc) the use of r d has been shown to be complicated to reproduce by different authors. In fact, for the same galaxies, r d has been measured with a scatter of ∼25% (see e.g. Knapen & van der Kruit 1991; Möllenhoff 2004) .
All the above size measures were introduced using relatively shallow imaging surveys. More recently, however, a revolution in the limiting depth of new astronomical imaging surveys has happened. As we will propose in this paper, image depth is no longer the limitation it once was to find a more representative and physically motivated definition for galaxy size. While the most commonly used astronomical survey, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al. 2003) , reaches a comparable depth that obtained in photographic plates (i.e. ∼26.5 mag/arcsec 2 in the g-band, which is equivalent to a 3σ fluctuation with respect to the background of the image measured in an area of 10×10 arcsec 2 ; Kniazev et al. 2004; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006 ), surveys conducted a decade later (i.e. Martínez-Delgado et al. 2010; Ferrarese et al. 2012; Merritt et al. 2014; Capaccioli et al. 2015; Duc et al. 2015; Koda et al. 2015; Mihos et al. 2017 ) are regularly observing 2-3 mag deeper than SDSS. The current observational limit taken from groundbased telescopes is 31.5 mag/arcsec 2 in the r-band, (equivalent to a 3σ fluctuation with respect to the background of the image in an area of 10×10 arcsec 2 ; ) and a similar depth is expected to be achieved with ultra-deep surveys that are currently in operation such as the Hyper Suprime Cam Survey (Aihara et al. 2018 ) and the future Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al. 2008) survey. Going beyond this depth has been only possible with ultra-deep imaging taken from space (see e.g. Borlaff et al. 2019) .
In this paper we propose a physically motivated definition to measure the size of galaxies. We suggest using the location of the gas density threshold for star formation in galaxies as a natural size indicator, where by natural we mean a size indicator that is connected with the intuitive concept of an edge. In other words, a size indicator that can be linked to a sharp contrast or change in the properties of the objects we explore. In practical terms, we will show that using the radial location of the contour at a stellar mass density of 1 M /pc 2 (R 1 ) corresponds roughly to the location of the gas density threshold for star formation. This definition is innately linked to the separation of the majority of stars that were born in-situ from stars that were mostly accreted throughout a galaxy's history, potentially extending its use to define the stellar halo (N. Chamba et al. in prep) . In addition, as we will show below, R 1 provides a more direct association to what an observer recognises as the total extension of a galaxy than R e . While measuring R 1 would have been difficult using past imaging surveys due to the required level (µ r >26 mag/arcsec 2 ) to identify isophotes with a low mass density around 1 M /pc 2 , we will see that current surveys are able to reach such depth without much difficulty.
Finally, using a physically motivated definition for measuring the size of galaxies is not just another way of measuring the extensions of these objects such as R H , R 25 or their variants. In fact, the use of R 1 substantially modifies the scaling relations where galaxy size is an important parameter. This is particularly the case compared to R e . We will show that the use of R 1 significantly decreases the scatter of the stellar mass-size relation by a factor of 2.5. Moreover, using R 1 , galaxies with stellar masses from 10 7 M to 10 11 M share the same stellar mass-size trend. The overall decrease in scatter essentially tightens the observed correlation between galaxy size and stellar mass, thus allowing us to gain insight about the size of an object if its stellar mass is known or viceversa. We will discuss whether these findings indicate a more fundamental meaning of the new size estimator R 1 compared to the more arbitrary effective radius. We will also explore how R 1 compares with other size indicators such as the radius enclosing half of the stellar mass (R e,M ), the Holmberg radius and R 23.5,i . This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we motivate the new size definition based on the location of the gas density threshold for star formation in galaxies. In Sections 3 and 4, we describe the data used and the selection of targets. The methodology is described in Section 5 and our results presented in Section 6. Section 7 discusses the results obtained and they are summarised in Section 8. Through the paper we assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology with Ω m =0.3, Ω Λ =0.7 and H 0 =70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
TOWARDS A PHYSICALLY MOTIVATED DEFINITION FOR THE SIZE OF GALAXIES
When defining a new way to measure the size of galaxies, it is important to select a physical criterion intimately linked to the way galaxies increase in extension. Galaxies are expected to grow both in stellar mass and size by two different phenomena. The first is based on the transformation of gas into stars and the second is due to the accretion of new stars by merging and tidal interactions with other galaxies. While the merging process is stochastic and difficult to model, the transformation of gas into stars is strongly connected with the gas density of these systems. Above a given gas density threshold, gas is transformed into stars. Consequently, the position of these newborn stars is encircled by the location of such a critical gas density (Spitzer 1968; Quirk 1972; Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Kennicutt 1989) . The radial location of this gas density threshold is thus suggestive of a natural way to define the size of galaxies. This is the expectation for the vast majority of galaxies, i.e. those whose main channel of stellar mass growth is the transformation of gas into stars. This includes almost all the dwarf galaxies and the majority of disc galaxies where growth by merging activity with other minor objects is (see e.g. Toth & Ostriker 1992) . The critical gas surface density for star formation is theoretically estimated to be Σ c ∼3-10 M pc −2 (see e.g. Schaye 2004 ). If the efficiency of transforming gas into stars is not 100%, a reasonable way of defining the size of a galaxy would be to locate a stellar mass isocontour at Σ ∼1-3 M pc −2 . Such a range in surface density corresponds to an efficiency of gas-to-star transformation between ∼10-30%. A way to test whether such a definition is reliable and a better proxy for the global luminous extension of galaxies compared to other size indicators such as R e is to explore the stellar mass density at which the edges of disc galaxies appear (i.e. the location of their truncations). To the best our knowledge, such work has not been conducted exhaustively yet. However, we have some examples where this has been done in detail. For instance, in UGC00180, a galaxy with similar properties to M31, the truncation is located at ∼2.5 M pc −2 (this is an upper limit as the projection effect has not been taken into account; . For another two edge-on nearby galaxies (NGC4565 and NGC5907), the stellar mass density at their truncation radii is between 1-2 M pc −2 (Martínez-Lombilla et al. 2019). The fact that the fraction of stars beyond the truncation of NGC4565 and NGC5907 declines to 0.1-0.2% reinforces the idea that such a stellar mass density is a good proxy for defining the luminous size of a galaxy. This num-ber is compatible with a tiny fraction of stars that migrated from a region within the truncation radius to the outskirts. Unlike R e , an added value to the physically motivated size definition we are proposing is that the measurement corresponds to what the human eye identifies as the border of an object.
In what follows, we propose the radial location of the gas density threshold for star formation as our size definition. Based on theoretical arguments and observational evidence of Milky Way-like galaxies, we suggest an operative way to estimate this density threshold for star formation by using a stellar mass density isocontour at Σ ∼1 M pc −2 . We refer to the radial position of such an isomass contour as R 1 . Obviously, the choice of 1 M pc −2 , instead of, for example, 0.5, 2 or 3 M pc −2 , depends on the exact efficiency of star formation among different galaxies. Therefore, depending on the galaxies' characteristics other values could perhaps better enclose the location of in-situ star formation. In this paper, we have preferred to adopt a relatively low efficiency in transforming gas into stars to be as inclusive as possible. In this regard, if anything, our measure for the size of galaxies could lead to slightly larger sizes where the efficiency of forming stars is higher than what we assume in this work (see Appendix A). On the contrary, if the star formation were very inefficient (as may well be the case for dwarf galaxies), our measure of size will be biased towards smaller sizes (see Chamba et al. 2020) . In Appendix B, we discuss the use of alternative proxies to locate the radial location of the gas density threshold for star formation.
In the previous paragraphs, we have motivated the use of the radial location of the stellar mass isocontour at Σ ∼1 M pc −2 as an operative method to locate the gas density threshold for star formation and thus characterise a physical size for galaxies. This size measure should work particularly well for galaxies whose main growth channel is the transformation of gas into stars. What would be the plight of such a definition for spheroidal galaxies? Those galaxies are thought to form a significant fraction of their stars in an early-on intense starburst and later on add new stars (mostly to their periphery) through merging with other (satellite) galaxies. Most of this secondary growth is produced by dry minor mergers (see e.g. Trujillo et al. 2011) . As a matter of fact, we will show in this paper that the proposed size definition is useful to separate the core of spheroidal galaxies (predominantly formed by an intense star formation burst) from the material that is later on accreted by minor merging. A discussion of the limits of the new size measure is given in Appendix C.
IMAGING DATA: THE IAC STRIPE82 LEGACY PROJECT
To estimate the location of the density threshold for star formation through the position of the 1 M pc −2 isomass contour, a survey with multi-wavelength colour information is necessary. As we will explain in Sec. 5, the stellar mass density profiles of the objects can be estimated using different combinations of optical bands. (Frieman et al. 2008) with the goal of retaining the faintest surface brightness structures. The average seeing is 1 arcsec and the pixel scale is 0.396 arcsec. The total area of the survey is 275 square degrees. To conduct the present work we have used publicly available rectified images from this data set (http://research.iac.es/proyecto/stripe82/). In addition to the imaging data, the public release also includes photometric catalogues (Fliri & Trujillo 2018) . The mean limiting surface brightness of the survey are µ g =29.1, µ r =28.6, and µ i =28.1 mag arcsec 2 (equivalent to a 3σ fluctuation with respect to the background of the image in an area of 10×10 arcsec 2 ).
TARGET SELECTION
Having introduced a new size definition based on the radial location of the gas density threshold for star formation, we will now explore its use across a galaxy mass range as large as possible and how it performs for different morphological types. This is relevant as the star formation history could be very different depending on the galaxy's characteristics. The cosmological volume covered by the Stripe82 data, together with its depth, thus allows us to collect a relatively large sample of galaxies with a wide range of stellar masses and morphologies.
We have selected 1005 galaxies with z<0.09 spanning five orders of magnitude in stellar mass (10 7 M <M <10 12 M ). This collection of galaxies extends from the dwarf galaxies regime up to giant spirals and ellipticals. All the galaxies with M > 10 9 M were selected from the Nair & Abraham (2010) catalogue, which includes a detailed visual classification of about 14000 galaxies in the SDSS footprint. We have selected all the galaxies listed in this catalogue that are within the Stripe82 area (i.e. 1010 objects). Unfortunately, the Nair & Abraham (2010) catalogue lacks objects with stellar masses below 10 9 M . For this reason, to increase our sample towards less massive galaxies (10 7 M <M <3×10 9 M ), we retrieve them directly from the Maraston et al. (2013) catalogue. For the dwarf sample we lack morphological information. In order to have enough spatial resolution for our size analysis, we select only nearby dwarf galaxies, i.e. with 0.002<z<0.018. Within such a redshift range and the Stripe82 area we find 323 galaxies from the Maraston et al. (2013) catalogue.
Of the total 1333 initially selected galaxies, 1005 were used for the final analysis, and 328 galaxies removed for multiple reasons. In some cases, the galaxies are located very close to a bright star or galaxy (152 objects), making the retrieval of their surface brightness profile unreliable. In other cases (103 objects) the galaxies are dramatically affected by dust contamination from Galactic cirri or several neighbouring objects that crowd the outskirts of the galaxy. 48 galaxies that have an axis ratio smaller than 0.3 were also removed (See 5.2). 22 galaxies for which the TType was classified as 'unknown' in the Nair & Abraham (2010) catalogue were discarded. And finally, 3 galaxies were removed as they appeared at the edge of the Stripe82 footprint and only part of the galaxy was visible in the images.
The sample of massive galaxies was separated into two morphological groups depending on the TType classi-fication by Nair & Abraham (2010) . Those galaxies with TType> −1 (in total 464 objects) were called "spiral galaxies" and contain morphologies from S0/a to Im, while those with TType< −1 (in total 279 objects) are dubbed "ellipticals" and contain the morphological classes E0 to S0+. After the cleaning process, the remaining "dwarfs" comprise 262 galaxies in our final sample. For completeness, in the table where we provide the properties of these galaxies, the TType for dwarf galaxies is indicated as -99 (see Sec. 6).
METHODOLOGY
As explained in the Introduction, in this paper we explore the stellar mass -size relation of galaxies using our new size definition. In addition, we compare this mass -size relation with those resulting from the use of traditional size measurements such as the effective radius, the half-mass radius and the Holmberg and µ i =23.5 mag/arcsec 2 isophotal radii. In order to estimate the structural parameters necessary for this analysis we need to conduct a number of steps that are explained in the following subsections. For all galaxies, we create images in the g and r filters of 600 kpc × 600 kpc in size in the rest-frame of each galaxy and centred on the object of interest. The pipeline developed for this work is written using Python v. 3.6.5 1 .
Removal of scattered light from point sources and masking
The scattered light from bright stars was modelled and subtracted using the procedure of . This is a key step that is necessary to explore low surface brightness features with confidence (see e.g. Uson et al. 1991; Slater et al. 2009 ). All stars brighter than 17 mag were identified using the G-band reported in the GAIA DR 1 catalogue (Gaia Collaboration 2016). To produce the scattered light field, we use the extended (radial size of ∼8 arcmin) point spread function (PSF) models in all the SDSS bands created by Infante-Sainz et al. (2020) . The pipeline to remove the scattered light from point sources in the IAC Stripe82 fields will be fully described in a future publication and applied to the full IAC Stripe82 survey (N. Chamba et al. in prep.) . Once the scattered light is removed from the images, it is necessary to mask all remaining sources that are affecting the light distribution of the galaxy we are exploring. To conduct this task, we used a Python implementation of MTO-Bjects (Teeninga et al. 2016 ), a tree-based detection scheme which is robust against false positives, especially important for the identification of extended low signal-to-noise structures in deep imaging (C. Haigh et al. submitted) . For this work, the algorithm parameter move_up = 0.3 and the α parameter for statistical testing was set to its default value.
The effect of inclination
The surface brightness of galaxies (particularly those following a disc-like configuration) are strongly affected by the inclination of the object. The larger the inclination of a galaxy, the brighter it appears to an observer as the number of stars along the line of sight increases. As our proposed size definition requires a proper estimation of the flux in the outer regions of galaxies, we correct the brightness of galaxies by the effect of its inclination. This is not straightforward and has been investigated in-depth in multiple papers (see e.g. Holmberg 1958 Holmberg , 1975 Tully & Fouque 1985; Giovanelli et al. 1994) . To estimate the correction we need to apply to the data, we build a 3D disc model assuming an exponential decline for the radial light distribution (de Vaucouleurs 1959; Freeman 1970 ) and a sech 2 in the vertical z direction. This is expected for an isothermal population in a plane-parallel system (Spitzer 1942; Camm 1950) . The luminosity distribution of the model is:
where L 0 is the central luminosity density, h is the scale length and z 0 is the scale height. The model was created using IMFIT (we used the model ExponentialDisk3D with n=1; Erwin 2015). We probe three different models with z 0 /h=0.08, 0.12 and 0.17. The ratio of these parameters covers the values measured for the thin disc of our own Milky Way and its uncertainties (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). This model is an idealised version of discs. Real discs are much more complex, containing clumps, dust, warps, etc. In addition, we have not considered possible corrections due to internal dust. Therefore, any dependence of the model on wavelength is neglected (for a detailed analysis of this issue see Kourkchi et al. 2019 ).
Since we are mostly interested in the effect of inclination on the brightness of the intermediate-outer regions of galaxies, we calculate the difference in surface brightness (∆µ) at a given inclination i (µ inc ) compared to the faceon orientation (µ face−on ) at a radial distance of R = 5h (i.e. ∆µ=µ face−on -µ inc ). The difference ∆µ was estimated at all inclinations along the semi-major axis of the model galaxy (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 1 shows that the difference in brightness ∆µ produced by different disc thicknesses (as parameterized by z 0 /h) is only noticeable at very large inclinations (i.e. i >70 degrees). For this reason, we remove any galaxy with an axis ratio smaller than 0.3 from the sample (Sec 4). To facilitate the reader with the application of this inclination correction, we provide in Table 1 the values of the coefficients of a polynomial fit to the different models shown in Fig. 1 :
with b/a=cos(i), the ratio of the semi-minor to the semimajor axis of the isophote used to measured the inclination of galaxies. The polynomial fit we provide is very accurate, with an error in ∆µ < 0.01 mag. In the next Section, we explain how to apply this correction to real data. In this work, we have used the correction corresponding to the ratio z 0 /h=0.12. Figure 1 . Difference in surface brightness ∆µ = µ face−on − µ inc between the face-on orientation and a given inclination for a disc-like galaxy. The figure shows ∆µ along the semi-major axis of a galaxy model at a radial distance R = 5h and is explored for three different disc thicknesses (shown in the legend) parameterized using z 0 /h.
Stellar mass density profiles
After the removal of scattered light and masking the images, we extract the surface brightness profiles of the galaxies in the g and r bands to obtain their stellar mass density profiles. The surface brightness profiles are obtained using elliptical apertures with a fixed centre, axis ratio q and position angle (PA). As a first guess for the centre of the galaxies, we use the R.A. and Dec information provided by the SDSS catalogues.
To determine the axis ratio and PA, for each galaxy we use those pixels where the surface brightness is between 25 and 26 mag/arcsec 2 in the g-band. The spatial distribution of these pixels were fit to an ellipse. The PA (in degrees) is the angle between the semi-major axis and the horizontal axis, measured in the counter clockwise direction from the horizontal axis. The fit parameters (centre, axis ratio and PA) of the ellipses were then visually checked to ensure the outermost parts of the galaxies were characterised properly. If not, they are corrected accordingly. Once fixed, surface brightness profiles of the galaxies are extracted by averaging their flux over annuli parameterised by the fit ellipse. These profiles are extracted up to a radial distance of 200 arcsec which is well beyond the visual extension of our galaxies. This is crucial in order to retrieve a sensible characterisation of the outer part of galaxies, particularly when the criterion we are proposing in this work is based on the location of a low stellar mass density contour such as 1 M pc −2 .
Another important effect that must be accounted for when obtaining surface brightness profiles is defining the Table 1 . Values of the polynomial coefficients to correct the surface brightness profiles of disc-like galaxies for the inclination effect. The coefficients have been calculated for three different disc thicknesses which are parameterised by the ratio z 0 /h. As we are interested in the effect of inclination on the intermediate and outer regions of galaxies, this correction has been estimated at a distance R = 5h (see text for details). level of the background. Although the IAC Stripe82 images we have used are background subtracted, in some occasions the subtraction was not precise enough to be a reliable representation of the (local) surrounding background value of the galaxies (i.e. a slight under-or overestimation). For this reason, in order to have the most accurate background subtraction as possible, we followed the procedure developed by Pohlen & Trujillo (2006) . The radial distance up to which the profiles have been extracted (i.e. 200 arcsec) is about two times the location of the isophote at 26.5 mag/arcsec 2 (r-band) in the case of ellipticals and three times for the spiral and dwarf galaxies. This allows us to determine the background brightness in regions very close to the galaxies by identifying the asymptotic value in the number of counts around the object. We fit that value, subtract/add it to the images and obtain the profile once more. We then correct the surface brightness profiles for Galactic extinction. The extinction corrections A g and A r are obtained from NED taking into account the location of each galaxy on the sky (https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/ forms/calculator.html). Following this, the effect of the inclination (see Section 5.2) is corrected for spiral and dwarf galaxies as follows. For each galaxy we measure its inclination based on the axis ratio we have determined before. The inclination correction, ∆µ, is then directly applied to the derived surface brightness profiles. The same inclination correction is applied for both g and r profiles, therefore the colour radial profile of galaxies remains unaffected. Due to our limited photometric information, we do not attempt any correction for internal dust.
The final step is to obtain the stellar mass-to-light ratio (M/L) profile. Once the M/L is known, the following equation (see e.g. Bakos et al. 2008) :
where µ abs, ,λ is the absolute magnitude of the Sun at wavelength λ, is used to obtain the stellar mass density (in M pc −2 ) as a function of the surface brightness.
To compute M/L, we followed the procedure described by Roediger & Courteau (2015) . As a basis for our estimation, we used the g − r colour and the surface brightness in the g-band. We use the parameters provided by Roediger & Courteau (2015) that correspond to the Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03) models and a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2003) .
Despite the obvious advantage of decreasing the effect of galactic dust by using the i-band instead of the bluer g and r bands, we prefer to use the latter filters to estimate our size indicator for two main reasons. Firstly, the sky brightness in the i-band is around two magnitudes brighter than in the g-band (see e.g. Fig. 1 in Hall et al. 2012 ). This effect is not compensated by the brighter emission of the stellar populations towards the red (which is typically between g-i=0.5 to 1 mag for spiral galaxies). As a result, the redder SDSS bands are noisier at a given surface brightness because all the SDSS bands have the same integration time. Secondly, as our size indicator is estimated through a colour combination, the effect of the PSF on the surface brightness profiles should not be very different from band to band. This applies for g and r, but in the case of the i-band, the SDSS PSF is significantly different for those in g and r, as can be seen in de Jong (2008, Figure 2 ) and Infante-Sainz et al. (2020, Figure 8 ).
Estimating the structural parameters of galaxies
Once the stellar mass density profiles of the galaxies are created, it is straightforward to obtain the total stellar mass and the location of R 1 , the proxy for the location of the gas density threshold for star formation we have adopted as a measure of size in this work. This procedure has been performed for all the galaxies in our sample. In order to get a homogeneous determination of the total stellar mass of all our galaxies, we have integrated their mass density profiles. The integration takes into account the axis ratio of the galaxy and therefore assumes an elliptical symmetry for the distribution of light, from the central position of the object up to the radial location provided by the 29 mag/arcsec 2 isophote (g-band). This estimate of the total stellar mass is a lower limit to the total mass of the object. However, the limiting isophote we are using is extremely faint, therefore the amount of stellar mass beyond such an isophote is expected to be very low (<3%; Trujillo et al. 2001) . We prefer to use this approach for estimating the total stellar mass instead of assuming a shape for the light distribution (i.e. exponential, de Vaucouleurs, etc) and extrapolating the stellar mass density profiles to infinity. In Appendix D, we compare our stellar mass determination with that of the Portsmouth Spectro-Photometric Stellar Mass computation (Maraston et al. 2013 ) and find that both mass determinations are similar. Finally, we determine the location of R 1 directly using the stellar mass density profiles. Estimates of the half-mass radii are done using the cumulative mass density profiles. The effective radii of galaxies are determined from the g-band images (our deepest data) 2 . We use the growth curve in g to obtain the radial location within which half of the total light of the galaxy is contained. As we have done for the total stellar mass, the total light of the galaxy is measured as the light enclosed by the observed 29 mag/arcsec 2 isophote (g-band). By definition, R e is not affected by Galactic extinction nor the inclination correction of the profiles except indirectly for the location of the 29 mag/arcsec 2 isophote (gband). In addition, we also estimate the Holmberg Radius (R H ) for all our galaxies. Lacking the B-band in our survey, the location of the observed isophote at µ g =26 mag/arcsec 2 was considered as a proxy for R H . Using the i-band profiles, we also determine the radial location of the isophote corresponding to 23.5 mag/arcsec 2 (i.e. R 23.5,i ). Both isophotal sizes were estimated after correcting the profiles for Galactic extinction and cosmological dimming. All these structural parameters of our galaxies are provided in Table 2 . Table 2 . Characteristics of the galaxies used in this work. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the quantities provided in this table have been derived in this work. This table includes the name of the galaxies (Abolfathi et al. 2018) , their spatial location (Abolfathi et al. 2018) , their axis ratio (q) and the position angle of the ellipses (PA) used to extract the surface brightness profiles (measured counter-clockwise starting from the horizontal axis), Galactic extinctions in the g, r and i bands (from NED), spectroscopic redshift (z) (Abolfathi et al. 2018) , morphological type (Nair & Abraham 2010 , TType=-99 corresponds to dwarf galaxies), effective radius R e (measured in the g-band), the half-mass radius (R e,M ), the radius corresponding to the location of the isophote with µ i =23.5 mag/arcsec 2 (i.e. R 23.5,i ), the Holmberg Radius (R H ), the radial location R 1 of the isomass contour at 1 M pc −2 and the stellar mass of galaxies (assuming a Chabrier IMF). The quantities are given showing only the significant figures up to which the values can be regarded reliable. The table shows those galaxies in Fig. 2 and 3 , in order of appearance. The complete table is available in the online version of the paper. Figure 2 shows a few representative galaxies in our sample to illustrate the difference between the location of their R 1 and R e contours. The size based on the location of the gas density threshold for star formation much better represents the intuitive concept of the size of galaxies, such as its edge or boundary compared to R e . Expanding on this point, Fig.  3 shows the location of R 1 and R e for two galaxies with clear signatures of on-going stellar accretion. In these examples, the location of R 1 may serve as a marker to separate the stellar material which is in the form of streams (formed exsitu) from those stars which are located in the bulk (in-situ) of the main galaxy. An in-depth analysis of the use of R 1 (and its variants) for this purpose will be presented in a future publication (N. Chamba et al. in prep) .
The properties of the R 1 -mass relation
The main result of this paper is shown in Fig. 4 : the masssize relation spanning over five orders of magnitude in stellar mass (10 7 -10 12 M ). The figure illustrates how the masssize relation changes when using R 1 instead of R e as a size measurement of galaxies. To extract both the slope and dispersion of the relations, we used a Huber Regressor (Huber 1964) , which is a linear regression model that is robust to outliers. We list a number of enlightening results:
• R 1 is a factor of 5 to 10 larger than R e in all galaxies.
• The observed scatter of the stellar mass -size relation is significantly lower by a factor of ∼2 (from σ R e ∼0.17 dex to σ R 1 ∼0.09 dex) compared to the scatter using R e as a size indicator. As we will show in the next section, once the observational and methodological uncertainties are accounted for, the scatter of the stellar mass -size relation drops even more to a tiny 0.06 dex (i.e. a factor of ∼2.5 smaller than the intrinsic scatter using R e ). The observed global scatter of the R1 -mass size relation is also lower than the observed one found using other popular size estimators (σ R e, M ∼0.12 dex, σ R H ∼0.11 dex and σ R 23.5, i ∼0.11 dex; see Table 3 ).
• The average 2D stellar density (as measured within R 1 ) changes from ∼10 M pc −2 for the less massive galaxies to ∼100 M pc −2 for the most massive spiral galaxies. Above 10 11 M , the average 2D stellar density of the galaxies decreases again.
• From 10 7 to 10 11 M all galaxies are located on the same mass -size relation following a power law, R 1 ∝M β , with β=0.35±0.01. This value is compatible with the one found by Hall et al. (2012) who compared the disc scale lengths of spiral galaxies with their luminosities and found β=0.377±0.007. Interestingly, β ∼1/3 would correspond to almost the same 3D stellar mass density (∼4.5×10 −3 M pc −3 ) if all the stars were distributed in a sphere of radius R 1 .
• Above 10 11 M , the slope of the relation rises to β=0.58±0.02. This likely indicates that the most massive galaxies have formed or gained their stars very differently compared to galaxies with lower masses.
In Table 3 we show the best-fit parameters to a power law of the form R∝M β using all the galaxies in the sizestellar mass relation as well as separate fits using each subsample (i.e. dwarfs, S0/a-Sm and E0-S0+). We have per-formed our analysis using the new size indicator R 1 as well as other popular size indicators: R e , R e,M , R H and R 23.5,i . The uncertainties in the best fit slope (β) and dispersion of the observed relations (σ R obs ) are computed using a simple bootstrap method. One third of the measured points on the relation were randomly selected and fit at each iteration, for 1000 iterations. The spread in the distribution of the fits from this exercise is what is reported as the uncertainty in β and σ. As we mentioned above, the observed global scatter of the R 1 -mass relation is significantly smaller than the one observed using R e and lower than the observed scatter with all other size estimators, i.e. R e,M , R H and R 23.5,i . The values of the scatter in the size -mass relations are, however, affected by uncertainties in estimating the stellar mass and the background around the galaxies. In order to quantify how these uncertainties affect the observed scatter of the different relations and therefore compare the intrinsic scatter of the relation using R 1 with the other size indicators, we have conducted a number of tests which we describe in the next subsection.
The intrinsic scatter of the R 1 -mass relation
There are two main sources of uncertainty which affect the observed scatter in the size -mass relations. The first is the accuracy in measuring the background level around the galaxies. For some galaxies (particularly the massive ellipticals or those with red stellar populations) the surface brightness at which R 1 is measured is very faint (µ g ∼28 mag/arcsec 2 ) and therefore, a slight under-or over-subtraction of the background would bend the surface brightness profiles of these objects and move the location of R 1 . To quantify how this can affect the position of R 1 and the rest of the size indicators, we have taken all our observed surface brightness profiles and randomly subtracted/added a number of counts compatible with the uncertainty in the background level around each galaxy. This variation of the background allows us to measure the variation in size for each galaxy which can then be used to estimate its contribution to the total observed dispersion in the size-mass plane. This contribution (σ R back ) is shown in Table 3 . The background determination affects the size determination for massive ellipticals more than for spirals and/or small dwarfs. This is because the latter are mainly star-forming objects and therefore the surface brightness at which R 1 is located is brighter (µ g ∼26-27 mag/arcsec 2 ). This explanation also applies for the isophotal sizes R H and R 23.5,i . However, for R e and R e,M , the scatter due to the background correction is negligible. The other significant source of scatter in the size -mass plane is the uncertainty in measuring the total stellar mass of galaxies from the integrated stellar mass density profile of the objects. As explained in Sect. 5.4, we measure our total stellar mass by integrating the stellar mass density profiles. To quantify how the uncertainty in the total stellar mass affects our results, we have assumed the following uncertainties in measuring the stellar mass: δ mass =0.24±0.01 dex (for the entire sample), δ mass =0.19±0.01 dex (for the E0-S0+ subsample), δ mass =0.24±0.01 dex (for the S0/a-Sm subsample) and δ mass =0.25±0.03 dex (for the Dwarfs subsample). These values were computed by an analysis of the differ- The top row shows galaxies which have been classified as ellipticals (E0-S0+), the middle row shows spiral (S0/a-Sm) galaxies, and the lower row shows dwarf galaxies. The galaxies are displayed with increasing stellar mass from left to right. This figure clearly illustrates how the proxy for the gas density threshold for star formation (R 1 ) nicely encloses the bulk of the stellar mass of galaxies. The coloured regions of the images are the IAC Stripe82 g, r and i band composite, while the black and white background is the sum of the 3 bands. The background level of these images is ∼29.1 mag/arcsec 2 (3σ 10×10 arcsec 2 ; r-band). Table 2 lists details of the galaxies shown.
ences between the Portsmouth stellar masses of our galaxies (Maraston et al. 2013 ) and those we measured using the gr colour profile (Roediger & Courteau 2015 , see Appendix D for further details). To model the effect of the mass uncertainty (σ R mass ) on the scatter of the scaling relationship, all the observed stellar mass profiles were either scaled up or down in mass to place the galaxies on the best fit line through the observed stellar mass plane. This has been performed self-consistently, i.e. taking into account the change in the location of R 1 due to the scaling of the profile. Once all the galaxies are located exactly on top of the best-fit stellar mass -size relation (i.e. with zero scatter), we randomly scale the stellar mass density profiles up or down again, this time by a quantity compatible with a Gaussian distribution whose standard deviation is given by the above δ mass values. We repeat this procedure 1000 times and on each occasion we measure the scatter of the stellar mass -size plane produced by the uncertainty in measuring the stellar mass. We Figure 3 . Separating in-situ star formation from ex-situ stellar accretion using our size measure (see N. Chamba et al. in prep. for further details). The two images show how the isomass contour at 1 M pc −2 (i.e. R 1 or the proxy for the location of the gas density threshold for star formation) nicely divides the structure of galaxies into two different parts: the inner region where the bulk of the stars is contained and where in-situ star formation is or has been taking place and the external region where streams of on-going accretion are clearly visible. The left panel shows a massive elliptical and the right panel corresponds to a spiral galaxy with similar stellar mass to the Milky Way. See Table 2 for details on the galaxies shown.
show an illustration of the scatter of the stellar mass -size relation caused by the uncertainty in stellar mass in Fig. D2 . The scatter in the stellar mass -size plane generated by the uncertainty in mass is shown in Table 3 . Interestingly, for R 1 , R H and R 23.5,i , we find that the dwarfs are the most affected by the uncertainty due to our mass determination. This is once again expected as the star formation activity of dwarf galaxies is, on average, more stochastic (Kauffmann 2014) and complicated to model than that of massive spirals and ellipticals. Therefore, a single colour is not a good proxy for the M/L ratio of dwarfs as it is in the case for more gentle star formation histories.
Once the scatter produced by both the uncertainty in the background and the stellar mass determination have been characterised, we can calculate the intrinsic scatter of the stellar mass-size relations. To do this, we have taken the observed scatter and removed in quadrature the two scatters generated by the background level and stellar mass uncertainty. Obviously, the exact intrinsic scatter of the mass -size relation is difficult to measure as there is some ambiguity in choosing the uncertainty in stellar mass. Here we have used the above uncertainty values in the stellar mass motivated by what we find comparing the Portsmouth stellar masses (Maraston et al. 2013 ) with the ones we retrieve using the g-r colour (Roediger & Courteau 2015) . We acknowledge that our intrinsic scatter values are an approximation, but do estimate that the intrinsic scatter of the R 1 -mass rela-tion is about a factor of 1.5 smaller than the observed one (i.e. ∼0.06 dex), as a crude evaluation. This implies that the intrinsic stellar mass -R 1 relation is, indeed, very tight. In future work, we will address this issue in much more detail. This will be possible as a result of deeper data and therefore a decrease in the uncertainty in measuring the image background level. In addition, we plan to explore the stellar mass -R 1 relation using 3.6µm images (S. Díaz-García et al, in prep.) from Spitzer, where the uncertainty in measuring the stellar mass is smaller. In particular, we will use the S 4 G survey (Sheth et al. 2010 ) analysis where images have been corrected by the contamination from young stars (Querejeta et al. 2015) and the depth is enough to reach 1 M pc −2 (Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015).
Finally, it is worth mentioning how the intrinsic scatter of the new mass -size relation compares with the intrinsic scatter of the other popular size -mass relations. In the case of R e and R e,M , the uncertainty produced by an incorrect background determination is almost negligible. We have found for these cases that σ R b a c k ∼0.001 dex. This is because our images are very deep and therefore the effect of the uncertainty in our background estimation on the surface brightness profiles barely affects the location of R e and R e,M which are found at relatively high surface brightness values. Therefore, we do not expect a large contribution to the observed scatter of these size -mass relations from incorrect background level measurements. In the case of the where R e has been measured using the g-band. The scatter of the relation using R 1 is significantly smaller compared to that with R e . Lower panel: The same R 1 -mass relation after splitting our sample into three categories: ellipticals (E0-S0+), spirals (S0/a-Im) and dwarfs as labelled in the legend. Spiral and dwarf galaxies follow the same trend, while massive ellipticals with M >10 11 M show a tilt with respect to less massive galaxies. The grey dashed lines correspond to locations in the plane with constant (projected) stellar mass density. Table 3 . Best fit power law slope β and the observed dispersion of different size -mass relations. We provide the values for the entire sample as well as for the different families of galaxies. The third column corresponds to the Pearson r correlation coefficient. We also calculate the contribution to the observed scatter produced by the uncertainty in the background of the images (σ R back ) and in our stellar mass estimation (σ Rmass ). The last column shows the intrinsic scatter of the size -mass relation (σ R int ) after accounting for the uncertainty in the background and the stellar mass of the objects. uncertainty in stellar mass, the first thing to note is given that R e (R e,M ) is defined as the location where half of the total light (stellar mass) is enclosed, its measurement is not affected by an incorrect mass determination of the object. This is because the only effect any uncertainty in mass could transfer to the shape of the profile is a scaling factor towards higher or lower stellar density. However, although the scatter in the size axis is negligible, the uncertainty in the mass axis will play a role in the total scatter of the size -mass plane. Nonetheless, there are two reasons why such an uncertainty will play a minor role in the observed scatter of these relations. Firstly, the slope of the R e (R e,M ) -mass relation is rather flat in the region 10 9 to 10 11 M , therefore the contribution from an uncertainty in the mass to enlarge the scatter of the relationships in this region would be close to zero (for example, in spirals and R e , the observed scatter is σ R e =0.162±0.009 while the intrinsic scatter is almost the same σ R e,int =0.155±0.009). Secondly, as the observed scatters of the R e (R e,M ) -mass relations are already larger than in the case of R 1 (σ R obs ), the contribution of a similar uncertainty in mass to the intrinsic scatter is very small. In the case of the R e -mass relation, as can be seen in Table 3 , the global observed scatter is only reduced by 9% after accounting for the mass uncertainty, giving an intrinsic scatter of σ R e,int =0.154±0.009. Therefore, it is reasonable to compare the scatter of the observed R e -mass relation with the intrinsic R 1 -mass relation. As shown in Table 3 , the decrease in scatter from R 1 to R e ranges from a factor of 2.5 (comparing both intrinsic scatters) to 2.75 (comparing the intrinsic scatter using R 1 with the observed scatter using R e ). We illustrate in Fig. 5 how the R 1 -mass relation would be observed without the scatter produced by the background level and the stellar mass determination. Finally, for the isophotal sizes R H and R 23.5,i , the main contributor to the observed scatter is also the uncertainty in measuring the global mass of galaxies. In these cases, the intrinsic scatter for the global size -mass relation decreases by 15-20% compared to the observed values. Compared to the R 1 -mass relation, the intrinsic scatter of the global size -mass relations using R H and R 23.5,i is a factor of 1.5 and 1.4 larger, respectively. In Sec. 7.1, we expand on these results by comparing the scatter of the size -mass relations as a function of galaxy morphology.
DISCUSSION
The results of this paper show that the use of a physically motivated definition for the size of galaxies based on the location of the gas density threshold for star formation produces a global stellar mass -size relation with a very narrow intrinsic scatter (0.06 dex). In the following subsections, we compare the characteristics of the new size parameter R 1 as well as the R 1 -mass relation with other popular size measurements.
R 1 compared to other popular size definitions
In this paper we have used R 1 as a proxy for the location of the gas density threshold for star formation in galaxies. Nonetheless, the use of R 1 as a size indicator is reminiscent of definitions based on the B-band isophote at 25 mag/arcsec 2 , at 26.5 mag/arcsec 2 (i.e. the Holmberg radius) or in the i-band such as R 23.5,i . Although our size definition is not based on the depth of current surveys (as was the case for the size parameters that were defined using photographic plates), it is worth exploring the stellar mass -size plane with popular isophotal size definitions. In this work we lack the Bband filter. As a compromise, we thus decided to use g-band imaging (the closest filter to the B-band with enough depth) available to us to show the stellar mass -size plane when using the position of the 26 mag/arcsec 2 (g-band) isophote as a size indicator. It is this isophote to which we refer to as the Holmberg radius (R H ). We also include a comparison with size based on the location of the i-band isophote 23.5 mag/arcsec 2 (R 23.5,i ). The results of this exercise are shown in Fig. 6 . The observed scatter of the global stellar mass -R H relation is 0.109 ± 0.005. This value is larger than the one observed for R 1 (0.089±0.005). Interestingly, the scatter is particularly larger for the dwarfs and spirals than for the massive ellipticals. This is understandable as the variability in star formation activity among the less massive galaxies is larger than for the most massive ellipticals. Different star formation levels produce different g-band luminosities for the same stellar mass density, and therefore the scatter is larger when using size indicators based on blue bands (as is the case of R H ). A potential way to decrease the scatter using a single photometric band would be to use a redder band (i.e. one less affected by recent star formation activity). For instance, one would expect the use of the i-band to decrease the scatter of the stellar mass -size relation. This is in fact the case. The observed scatter of the global stellar mass -R 23.5,i relation is a bit lower (0.106 ± 0.006 dex) than in the case of R H using the g-band.
While the observed scatter of the R 1 -mass relation is predominantly affected by the uncertainty in background and mass estimation, in the case of the R H -mass and R 23.5,i -mass relations, the main contributor to the scatter is the mass uncertainty. This is because the 26 mag/arcsec 2 isophote in the g-band and the 23.5 mag/arcsec 2 in the iband are brighter than the typical brightness of the isomass contour 1 M pc −2 (see Sec. 6.2). Consequently, the contribution of the uncertainty in the background to the estimation of the location of R H (and R 23.5,i ) is not very important. Therefore, while the intrinsic scatter of the R 1 -mass relation is around 0.06 dex, for R H -mass (and R 23.5,i -mass) the global intrinsic scatter decreases to ∼0.09 dex. We discuss our findings in the context of the Hi -mass relation of galaxies in Appendix E.
Although the global size -mass relation using R 1 produces the smallest scatter, it is worth checking whether this is also the case for different galaxy families. The family of galaxies that consistently shows both the lowest observed and intrinsic scatter values in the stellar mass -size plane is the E0-S0+ group. This applies to all the size indicators explored, including the effective and half-mass radii. It is particularly remarkable that the observed scatter using R 23.5,i (0.056±0.005 dex) is almost comparable to the lowest intrinsic scatter values obtained for this galaxy type using R 1 and the half-mass radius (∼0.04 dex). The small scatter of the elliptical galaxies is a direct consequence of their low level of internal structure compared to other galaxies. This fact makes the members of this family almost homologous. Therefore, if one is interested in a relative comparison between the size of galaxies within such a family, any size indicator already suggested in the literature is useful.
In the case of the S0/a-Sm family, i.e. those galaxies with very complex internal structure consisting of bars, rings, spiral arms, etc, the difference in scatter among the size indicators is much larger than for the ellipticals. As expected, the size indicators showing the larger scatter for this galaxy type are those which better reflect the light concentration of the objects: i.e. the effective and the half-mass radii. However, those size measurements that are closer to a characterisation of the boundaries of the galaxies (e.g. R 1 , R H and R 23.5,i ) are the ones with lower scatter. A similar result is found for the dwarf galaxies.
In addition to the above results, we also quantitatively compare the scatters found here for spiral galaxies with those measured in the literature. Similar to Saintonge & Spekkens (2011) and Hall et al. (2012) , we divide our spiral galaxy sample into three categories: Sa-Sab, Sb-Sbc and Sc-Sd. In Fig. 7 we show the stellar mass -size relations for these types using R 1 and R 23.5i as size indicators. We find a similar stratification as the one reported by Saintonge & Spekkens (2011 ), Hall et al. (2012 and Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015) , i.e. at fixed stellar mass (or luminosity), those galaxies having later types are the largest. This is especially manifested at the low mass end. Saintonge & Spekkens (2011) has a sample mostly composed of Sc galaxies. Using R 23.5i and the luminosity in the i-band, they found an observed scatter of 0.05 dex. For the same morphological type, we find here (this time using the stellar mass) an observed scatter of 0.101±0.007 dex. The larger scatter is connected to the fact that we use the stellar mass instead of the luminosity. The observed scatter using R 1 for Sc-Sd galaxies is 0.082±0.007 dex. As our main source of the scatter is the determination of the stellar mass, it is worth giving the intrinsic scatter values: 0.096±0.007 dex (R 23.5i ) and 0.066±0.007 dex (R 1 ). Within the common mass range 10 9.5 -10 11 M for all the spi- (2015) , we find that spiral galaxies are stratified, with the largest ones at fixed stellar mass being those of later morphological types. ral galaxy types, the observed scatters for the Sc-Sd galaxies are: 0.095±0.008 dex (R 23.5i ) and 0.077±0.008 dex (R 1 ). The scatter reported by Saintonge & Spekkens (2011) is extraordinarily tight. Using a similar sample, Hall et al. (2012) found an observed scatter value for the R 23.5i -mass relation which ranges from 0.070 dex (for their higher quality sample) to 0.096 dex (their entire sample), which is in closer agreement with our observed value. Another aspect to highlight is the change in the global slope of the stellar mass -size relation as a function of the size indicators we have explored. Using R 1 , we find a slope a bit above 1/3 between 10 7 to 10 11 M . This value is in line with the one found using isophotal radii (R H abd R 23.5,i ) as a size measure. The slopes, however, decrease significantly when using the effective and half-mass radii. We expand on the potential meaning of the slope we measure using R 1 in subsection 7.2.
The slope of the stellar mass -size relation
The slope of the stellar mass -size relation we report for galaxies within the mass range 10 7 to 10 11 M is very close to 1/3. A straightforward calculation shows that if all the stars within R 1 were located within a sphere of such radius, the stellar mass density (in 3D) of all the galaxies in this mass range will be equivalent to ∼4.5×10 −3 M pc −3 . Obviously, the spatial configuration of both dwarf and spiral galaxies is not spherical but disc-like. Nonetheless, it is suggestive to think that the gas that originally formed all these objects was in a spherical-like configuration at an early galaxy phase before its collapse to form the disc configuration. In other words, it is worth speculating whether the currently observed 3D stellar density for all the galaxies in our sample is a reflection of a common 3D gas density at an early phase (before collapsing) of our objects. In fact, this constant 3D stellar density could be linked with the expected constant density of dark matter haloes which formed at a given age of the Universe (see e.g. Mo et al. 1998) .
It is also worth indicating that while we see a monotonic increase in the size of galaxies with stellar mass using R 1 (as well as for R H and R 23.5,i ), the same is not true for R e or R e,M . This is particularly manifested in the interval 10 9 to 10 11 M in stellar mass where the increase in effective (or in the half-mass) radius of the (mostly) spiral galaxies is very modest. This mass range is where the bulges of spiral galaxies appear. What we are witnessing here is the enormous impact of using R e (or R e,M ) for measuring sizes when a significant amount of the light (or stellar mass) of galaxies can be concentrated in the inner parts of galaxies with a bulge. This small increase in R e (or R e,M ) between 10 9 to 10 11 M is not a minor issue. As the vast majority of works aiming to understand the connection between the galaxy size and the dark matter halo properties use R e as a size indicator (see e.g. Kravtsov 2013; Jiang et al. 2019; Zanisi et al. 2020) , the small increase in the effective radius in this mass range can hide a potential connection between the dark and the luminous component of the galaxies. In a companion paper (C. Dalla Vecchia et al. in prep.), we show that the use of R 1 permits the connection of both galaxy components directly, ultimately facilitating our understanding about how these objects form.
7.3 The tilt of the stellar mass -size relation at 10 11 M A notable feature of the new stellar mass -size relation is the change in slope observed at ∼10 11 M . The slope changes from ∼1/3 to ∼3/5 (see Table 3 ) for the most massive galaxies. The abrupt change in slope is found in all the size indicators probed in this work. This ∼10 11 M stellar mass value marks the shift between objects with disc-like configuration to objects with a spherical symmetry. In addition, this is the stellar mass where the transition from rotationally to pressure-supported systems has been reported (see e.g. Emsellem et al. 2011) .
As mentioned in Appendix A, we speculate that this change in slope is a manifestation of different gas density threshold values for star formation in galaxies that formed at high-z could have had. Observational evidence has shown that the most massive galaxies underwent a huge burst of star formation at high-z with star formation rates reaching values 1000 M yr −1 (see e.g. Riechers et al. 2013 ). The high star formation rates these galaxies have undergone could have injected a lot of energy into the gas, thereby preventing the star formation at low mass densities and consequently increasing the gas density threshold for star formation. A remnant of this huge star formation burst is the core of these massive galaxies that later undergo important merger activity, creating their envelopes (see e.g. Trujillo et al. 2011; Ferreras et al. 2014; Buitrago et al. 2017) .
In short, we speculate that the tilt we observe at ∼10 11 M in the new stellar mass -size plane is a reflection of a change in the gas density threshold for star formation when the bulk of the most massive galaxies originated.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduce a new approach to define the luminous size of galaxies, aiming to link size with the region where galaxies form stars. In order to make such a physically motivated size definition operative, we propose using the average radial location of the gas density threshold for star formation to measure this quantity. We suggest the use of the radial position of the isomass contour at 1 M pc −2 (here referred to as R 1 ) as a proxy for measuring this threshold. This value is motivated by both theoretical and observational arguments. In particular, the density value found at the location of the truncation in galaxies similar to our own Milky Way.
When using R 1 as a size indicator for galaxies, the global scatter of the stellar mass -size relation explored over five orders of magnitude in stellar mass drops significantly, reaching a value of ∼0.06 dex. This value is 2.5 times smaller than the scatter measured using the effective radius (∼0.15 dex) and 1.5 to 1.8 times smaller than those using other traditional sizes indicators such as R 23.5,i (∼0.09 dex), R H (∼0.09 dex) and R e,M (∼0.11 dex).
Between 10 7 and 10 11 M , the slope of the stellar mass -size relation is very close to 1/3. In a 3D spherical distribution, this corresponds to a constant stellar density of ∼4.5×10 −3 M pc −3 , which could be a reflection of a common gas density when the primordial gas collapsed to form stars. Beyond 10 11 M , the stellar mass -size relation gets steeper, reaching a slope of ∼3/5. We speculate that this drastic increase in size of the most massive galaxies could be linked to its different star formation histories, reflecting that the gas density threshold for star formation was higher at the epoch of their main formation burst.
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Software: Astropy, 3 a community-developed core Python package for Astronomy (Robitaille et al. 2013; Price-Whelan et al. 2018) ; SciPy (Jones et al. 2001) ; NumPy (Oliphant 2006; Walt et al. 2011) ; Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) ; Matplotlib (Hunter 2007) ; Jupyter Notebooks (Kluyver et al. 2016) ; TOPCAT (Taylor 2005) ; IMFIT (Erwin 2015); MTObjects (Teeninga et al. 2016) ; SWarp (Bertin 2010) ; and SAO Image DS9 (Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 2000). In this paper we propose the radial position of the isomass contour at 1 M pc −2 as a size indicator motivated by its proximity to the location of the gas density threshold for star formation in galaxies found theoretically (see e.g. Schaye 2004) and because this value is representative of the location of the disc truncation in galaxies similar to the Milky Way (Martínez-Lombilla et al. 2019 ). However, this value is not guaranteed to be representative of the gas density threshold for star formation in galaxies with very different stellar mass (like dwarfs) or those who were formed during an enormous burst of star formation at high-z (as is the case of the most massive ellipticals). In fact, there are some hints in our data indicating that a running gas density threshold for star formation could be more representative of the size of galaxies. Looking at Fig. 2 , we can appreciate that while 1 M pc −2 very well represents the size of spiral galaxies, the use of this value does not fully enclose the extension of dwarf galaxies. A potential explanation for this is that in the case of dwarf galaxies the gas density threshold for star formation is lower than in the case of more massive spirals, and therefore using, for instance, 0.3-0.5 M pc −2 instead of 1 M pc −2 could be a better proxy for measuring the size of these small systems. This idea of a lower gas density threshold for star formation for dwarf galaxies is observationally supported as on average their amount of H 2 compared to Hi (and therefore their star-forming efficiency) is lower than for larger mass systems (see e.g. Leroy et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2012 ).
On the other hand, the situation would be reversed in the case of massive elliptical galaxies where R 1 is a bit larger than the visual extent of these galaxies. The gas density threshold for star formation during its high-z formation could be larger than whatit is currently for the spiral galaxies. In the local Universe, for instance, it has been found that starburst galaxies have significantly enhanced star formation (Jaskot et al. 2015) . In this case, using an isomass contour with a larger density value (i.e. >1 M pc −2 ) as size could be a better option for these very massive galaxies. In fact, one of the most notable features of the stellar mass -size relation we have analysed is the change in slope of the relation for galaxies above 10 11 M in stellar mass (Sec 7.3). We believe that this could be an indication that the proxy we are using to calculate the location of the gas density threshold for star formation for galaxies (i.e. the isomass contour at 1 M 
Best fit (S0/a-Sm & Dwarfs) Figure A1 . Stellar mass -size relation using different stellar mass densities as proxies for indicating the size of the most massive galaxies: R 1 and R 3 . As can be seen, the size of the most massive objects changes depending on the isomass contour used to measure its size. The figure shows that most of the galaxies from 10 7 to 10 12 could be allocated in the same stellar mass-size relation (i.e. with a similar slope) if R 3 were used for measuring the size of the galaxies for objects with stellar mass larger than 10 11 M .
pc −2 ) can be slightly different for galaxies where the bulk of star formation occurred at high-z. For this reason, we have explored how the relation changes when we use an isomass contour at 3 M pc −2 for the size of the most massive objects. We show the result of doing such an exercise in Fig.  A1 .
Using R 3 instead of R 1 for the most massive galaxies decreases the size of these objects and thus follows the trend observed in R 1 for the less massive galaxies (M < 10 11 M ) as marked by the best fit dashed line in Fig. A1 . Beyond 10 11.4 M , however, even with R 3 the galaxies are above this trend in R 1 . This is suggestive of an even larger gas density threshold for star formation in these ultra massive objects. In Chamba et al. (2020) , we describe the opposite exercise using the dwarf galaxies.
APPENDIX B: OTHER POTENTIAL SIZE INDICATORS BASED ON THE LOCATION OF THE GAS DENSITY THRESHOLD FOR STAR FORMATION
Intimately linked to the gas density threshold for star formation is the drop-off of galaxy profiles, both in the optical and in Hα. The position of a sharp decline in the optical profile, often referred to in the literature as breaks or truncations (see a discussion about this in Martín-Navarro et al. 2012) , has been used to explore the cosmic size evolution of galaxies (Trujillo & Pohlen 2005; Azzollini et al. 2008 ). Unfortunately, not all galaxies show a clear deviation from the exponential decline in their profiles that can be used to trace their sizes (Pohlen & Trujillo 2006) . In this paper, we have used the fact that for Milky Way-like galaxies, the truncation is found near a stellar mass density of ∼1 M pc −2 . However, we do not know whether this result also holds for galaxies of different stellar mass (see Appendix A). In a future paper, we will explore this issue with our sample by identifying the location of the truncations in the profiles of our galaxies and determining the values of the stellar mass densities at those positions.
In addition to the drop-off in the optical profile, many disc galaxies show a sharp decline in their Hα profiles. The location of this truncation in Hα is also considered a good indicator of the radial position of the gas density threshold for star formation in actively star forming galaxies (see e.g. Martin & Kennicutt 2001) . The Hα emission is directly linked to the presence of massive O stars and therefore the presence of recent star formation. In this sense, the location of the truncation radius in Hα could be a direct indicator of the position of the gas density threshold for star formation and consequently, a very good proxy for galaxy size.
Despite the obvious advantages of using Hα profiles to derive the size of galaxies, there are a number of practical limitations to a massive use of this technique. First, to the best of our knowledge, there are currently no deep Hα surveys covering a large area of the sky that allow us to make this analysis on all kinds of galaxies. Second, contrary to the use of a stellar mass isocontour as we have done in this paper, the use of Hα will be restricted to only those galaxies that are currently forming stars. In addition, as is also the case in the optical, not all the disc galaxies show a clear feature in their profiles that can be associated to a sharp decline in on-going star formation (see e.g. Koopmann et al. 2006) . Nonetheless, in those cases where the break radii of Hα surface brightness profiles have been measured, a bimodal distribution has been found, with the majority of the galaxies showing breaks at 0.7 or 1.1 R 25 (Christlein et al. 2010) . It remains to be explored whether the breaks in Hα are at the same location as that of the truncations in the optical for large samples of galaxies.
Finally, though the presence of Hα is a clear indication of recent star formation, the Hα line is connected with the presence of stars massive enough to generate a Stroemgren sphere. However, it is easy to imagine (particularly in the outer parts of galaxies where the density is very low) star formation occurring at low levels without the formation of very massive stars. In such a case, where Hα is no longer present, the UV emission could be used as an indicator of recent star formation. As mentioned before, it would be necessary to search for a clear feature that can be associated to a gas density threshold for star formation in a large number of galaxies and thus approach the issue of galaxy size and star formation activity from multiple perspectives.
APPENDIX C: THE LIMITS OF THE NEW SIZE DEFINITION
Our size definition is motivated by the location of the gas density threshold for star formation in galaxies. This definition is rather general and there is no reason why this could not be applied to any galaxy where in-situ star formation is present. However, in order to make our size definition operative, we have used the position of the stellar mass density contour at 1 M pc −2 . By taking this specific value, we are limiting ourselves to characterise only the size of objects whose maximum stellar mass density is 1 M pc −2 . Therefore, we quantify the brightness of objects that can not be characterised with such a specific prescription.
Some old and metal-poor galaxies with central surface 20 Ignacio Trujillo, Nushkia Chamba & Johan Knapen brightness µ g (0) >27 mag/arcsec 2 would have a maximum stellar mass density <1 M pc −2 and therefore, they would be unable to have a size estimation based on our proposed isomass contour. As the surface brightness of galaxies is not usually reported by their central value but as the brightness averaged within their effective radius (i.e. < µ > e ), we compute which < µ > e limits our size measure R 1 . This is done by using the relation between central surface brightness and the average surface brightness according to a Sérsic profile:
where n is the Sérsic index of the model. For 0.5< n <2 (a typical range of variation of the Sérsic index for galaxies with very low surface brightness; see e.g. Román & Trujillo 2017) , this would imply that the use of R 1 is limited to galaxies with < µ > e 28-29 mag/arcsec 2 . This surface brightness is extremely low, nonetheless the current faintest galaxies detected in our Local Group (see e.g. Fig. 7 in McConnachie 2012) have such extreme brightness. This again reinforces the idea we mentioned in Appendix A that low mass systems have very low star formation efficiency and therefore a lower gas density threshold for star formation. Future ultra-deep imaging surveys would allow us to better calibrate the gas density threshold for star formation values for low dense systems. Nevertheless, our size definition could be readily adjusted to these extreme objects by using a lower mass density contour for characterising their sizes.
APPENDIX D: STELLAR MASS DETERMINATION
As explained in the main body of the paper, stellar masses of all galaxies were calculated using their stellar mass density profiles which were derived using the g-r colour profiles (Roediger & Courteau 2015) . In order to evaluate the reliability of this mass estimate, we have compared our stellar mass estimations with those obtained by the Portsmouth group (Maraston et al. 2013) . To do that we have retrieved the stellar masses from the Portsmouth Spectro-Photometric Model Fitting catalogue available on the SDSS webpage 4 . The Portsmouth stellar masses are calculated using the BOSS spectroscopic redshift, Z NOQSO and u, g, r, i, z photometry by means of broad-band SED fitting of stellar population models. Two separate stellar mass calculations were conducted: one assuming a passive template and the other a star-forming template. The version we have used here is the star-forming template with a Kroupa IMF. In Fig. D1 , we show the comparison between the stellar masses estimated in this work and those obtained by the Portsmouth group (when available). The ratio of these two mass estimates is approximately described by a Gaussian distribution. We find a systematic offset in our mass estimates by a factor of 1.6 with respect to the Portsmouth masses. This offset could be due to multiple reasons -we are not using the same IMF nor the same aperture to estimate the total flux of the objects. However, for our paper, No. of galaxies Total E0-S0+ S0/a-Im Dwarfs Figure D1 . Uncertainty in measuring the stellar masses of galaxies used in our sample. M P corresponds to the stellar mass of the objects reported by the Portsmouth group (Maraston et al. 2013) and M is the mass we have estimated in this work using the g-r colour profile (Roediger & Courteau 2015) . We show the ratio of these two estimates for the full sample (yellow) and the different galaxy subsamples labelled in the legend.
the most relevant aspect is not the offset but the scatter in the difference between the two mass measurements. We calculate this scatter by measuring the r.m.s. of the ratio between the two masses. For the total sample, the r.m.s. of this distribution is 0.24 dex. In addition to showing the distribution of the ratio between the two masses of the entire sample, we also overplot the distribution of the same ratio for the different galaxy subsamples defined in this work. We find that the r.m.s. of the subsample distributions are: 0.19 dex (E0-S0+), 0.24 dex (S0/a-Sm) and 0.25 (Dwarfs). In our analysis, we have used the above r.m.s. of the subsample distributions as a way of estimating the uncertainty in the stellar mass -size relation. In Fig. D2 , we illustrate how the R 1 -mass relation with an intrinsic scatter equal to zero would look with only the uncertainty contribution from the stellar mass estimate. In other words, this plot shows the contribution of the mass uncertainty to the observed scatter of the mass -size relation. The scatter of the R 1 -mass size relation plotted in Fig. D2 , which is the scatter simply produced by the uncertainty in measuring the stellar mass, is σ R 1, ma s s =0.047 dex. That is the contribution of the mass uncertainty to the total observed scatter of the R 1 -mass size relation (i.e. σ R 1 =0.089 dex).
APPENDIX E: COMPARING THE R 1 -STELLAR MASS RELATION WITH THE HI SIZE -MASS RELATION OF GALAXIES An extremely tight scaling relation for galaxies is the one which links their total Hi mass with the diameter of their Hi discs defined by the location of the gas surface density at Best fits (R 1 ) 3σ Figure D2 . Scatter in the R 1 -mass relation produced by the uncertainty in stellar mass. The figure shows how galaxies spread over the size -mass plane simply due to effect of the uncertainty in measuring the stellar mass of each galaxy. To build this plot we have assumed that the intrinsic scatter of the size -mass relation is exactly zero and follow how the uncertainty in measuring the mass will spread around the best fit lines to the observed measurements. The contour shows the 3 σ distribution of the final sample.
1 M pc −2 (Broeils & Rhee 1997) . This relation spans over five orders of magnitude in Hi mass. A subsequent analysis of this relation has shown that its scatter is extremely low: 0.06 dex and the slope almost exactly 1/2, i.e. 0.506±0.003 (Wang et al. 2016) . These values are suggestive of a uniform characteristic Hi surface density of ∼5 M pc −2 . In the case of the Hi size -mass relation of galaxies, the use of 1 M pc −2 is a subjective choice and, contrary to the present work, there is no a priory physical motivation to select this value. Interestingly though, the scatter of the Hi size -mass relation is minimised when the Hi size is measured at surface densities between 1 to 2 M pc −2 .
The reason we cite this relation here is because of its potential connection to the size-mass relation we are exploring in this paper. In galaxy formation models (see e.g. Lagos et al. 2011), the Hi surface density is regulated by the conversion process from atomic to molecular hydrogen, i.e. Hi-to-H 2 . Observationally, it is found that the Hi surface density saturates at ∼9 M pc −2 , and gas at higher surface densities are converted to molecular gas . As H 2 and star formation are closely linked (Krumholz et al. 2011) , the Hi-to-H 2 process should be reflected in the star formation activity and, therefore, in the location of the gas density threshold for star formation in galaxies. As galaxies observationally have a very similar average Hi surface density of ∼5 M pc −2 (as reflected by the tight Hi size -mass relation of galaxies), it seems reasonable to assume that the gas density threshold for star formation is also similar among very different galaxies. For this reason, we speculate that the small intrinsic scatter of the stellar mass -size relation we have explored in this work (based on the location of the gas density threshold for star formation) could be connected with or be a reflection of the tight Hi size -mass relation of galaxies.
